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INTRODUCTION
Since the latter part of the 19th century, scientists have discussed the possibility
that animals are capable of learning by imitation. Darwin (1871) explained
difficulties in poisoning or trapping wild animals as the result of their ability "to
learn caution by seeing their brethren trapped or poisoned" (p. 49). Wallace
(1870) interpreted consistency from generation to generation in the struCture of
the nests of birds of the same species as the result of young observing and
imitating the nest of their parents. Romanes (1884) treated imitation learning
and subsequent biological inheritance of imitated behaviors as responsible fOt
both continuity across generations in species-typical patterns of behavior and the
perfection of instincts. During the early parr of the present century, many of the
major figures in the early history of experimental psychology (Hobhouse, 1901;
Kohler, 1925; Lashley, 1913; McDougall, 1924; Morgan, 1900; Thorndike,
1911; Watson, 1908), as well as any number of less well remembered behavioral
scientists, studied and speculated about the process of imitation learning (Berry,
1906, 1908; Cole, 1907; Davis, 1903; Haggarty, 1909; Kempf, 1916; Kinnaman, 1902; Porter, 1910; Sheperd, 1910, 1911, 1923; Small, 1900, 1901;
Witmer, 1910).
In consequence, in discussing imitative learning in animals, one has to
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consider a long and venerable history that provides sources of both comfort and
confusion: Comfort, in that stUdy of learning by imitation in animals for more
than a century suggests the topic of animal imitation is of intrinsic interest;
confusion, in that historical diversity in approaches to study of imitative behavior
has produced incompatible conceptual frameworks for analysis of imitative phenomena. One man's example of true learning by imitation is another's paradigmatic case of "pseudo-imitation" and each can cite histOrical precedent for treating phenomena of interest as he does.
Early work on imitation learning is not only of histOrical interest. The
latter half of the 19th century saw the formulation of alternative approaches to the
study of imitative phenomena that, even today, shape research in the area. The
views of major figures in the behavioral biology and psychology of the last
century, provide an important foundation for understanding the origins of much
contemporary disagreement and confusion as well as a benchmark from which to
measure a century's progress in the study of imitative behavior.

EARLY PERSPECTIVES ON LEARNING BY IMITATION
The major impetUs for 19th-century discussion of imitation arose out of disagreement among leading scientific figures of the period concerning the origins of the
higher mental faculties of man. Darwin and Wallace, co-formulators of evolutionary theory, differed profoundly over the possibility of employing the principle of evolution, of descent with modification, to understand the development of
the human mind. As a contemporary, George Romanes (1884), stated the issue:
the great school of evolutionists is divided in two sects; according to one the
mind of man has been slowly evolved from the lower types of psychical existence,
and according to the other the mind of man, not having been thus evolved, stands
aparr, Jui generiJfrom all other types of existence. (p. 9)

The dispute was similar to modern debate over whether animals, like men,
are capable of conscious thought, "for them to know, or think consciously about
the eventual results of what they are doing" (Griffin, 1985, p. 480); the issue
coday, as in 1884, is the continuity of human and animal mind. In one way, the
controversy at the end of the last century was more respectable than its modern
counterpart; during the former debate, there was some consensus as to evidence
that would decide the issue: indication that animals had humanlike emotions
such as shame, remorse, jealousy, and benevolence, that they could use tools or
act deceitfully, that they were able to solve complex problems or imitate complex
acts.

G. J. Romanes
For both George Romanes, a staunch advocate of the Darwinian view, and for his
opponents, demonstrations of imitative learning in animals were seen as providing important evidence of an evolutionary origin of the higher mental faculties of
man. The capacity for imitation in animals was viewed as ancestral to the unique
human faculty for culture.
Because of the view of phylogeny held by Romanes and many of his
contemporaries, failure to find evidence of gradually increasing complexity in
imitative behavior as one ascended the great chain of being would have disconfirmed the continuity position. Romanes did not share Darwin's conception of
phylogeny as a branching process (Galef, 1986). Rather, Romanes's discussions of
evolution have implicit within them the older Spencerian (1855) view (now
discredited; Hodos & Campbell, 1969) that it is possible to trace a historically
meaningful, linear development of mind across extant species. In consequence,
Romanes believed the Darwinian notion of continuity required the presence in
living animals of a graded series of primitive precursors of human mental and
moral facuIties.
Imitation learning was a particularly important test case for Romanes
(1884, 1889) because he believed that the imitative faculty reached its highest
levels of perfection, not in rational, adult, European man, but in slightly inferior
forms: monkeys, children, savages, and idiots (Romanes, 1884, p. 225). Hence,
imitation was a faculty one would expect to find, in at least rudimentary form, in
species standing yet lower on the psychological scale. Seeking evidences of primitive imitative capacities in animals, Romanes was quick to find them. Romanes's
(1884, 1889) classic texts provide many examples.
The first instance of imitation, and the one described by Romanes (1884) at
greatest length, is an example of imitation by honeybees of a behavior exhibited
by bumblebees.
One morning for the first time, P saw several humble-bees.
. visiting flowers [of
the kidney bean], and I saw them in the acr of cutting with their mandibles holes
through the under side of the calyx, and thus sucking the neCtar: all the flowers in .
the course of the day became perforated, and the humble-bees in their repeared
visits of the flowers were thus saved much trouble in suckling. The very next day I
found all the hive-bees, without exception, sucking through the holes which had
been made by the humble-bees. How did the hive-bees find OUtthat all the flowers
were bored, and how did they so suddenly acquire the habit of using the holes' .
I must think that the hive-bees either saw the humble-bees cUtting the holes, and

'The "I" in this case is acrually Charles Darwin. Romaness 1884 teX( comains sevetal quotes
fcom an unpublished Darwin manuscript, originally imended as part of Origin of Species.
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undersrood what they were doing and immediately
profited by their labour; or that
rhey merely imitated
the humble-bees
after they had CUt the holes, and when
sucking

at them.

(p. 220-221)

Romanes then briefly mentions a number of additional cases of imitative learning
reported by other correspondents: (1) dogs in the Falkland islands that learned
from one another the best way of attacking cattle, (2) chickens learning to
respond to "the danger cries and signals employed by other species," (3) birds
imitating the songs of different species, (4) birds of some species that "articulate
words" or "songs having a proper musical notation," (5) dogs foster-reared by
cats acquiring feline patterns of behavior such as face-washing, avoidance of
water, and stalking mice, (6) juvenile birds taught by their elders to fly,
(7) hawks taught by their parents "to more perfectly swoop upon their prey," and
(8) newly hatched chicks learning to drink water by imitating their fellows.
Romanes (1884) justified treating this diverse collection of observations as
exemplifying a single underlying process, imitation, by inferring that in each
case "there must first be intelligent perception of the desirability of the modification on the part of certain individuals, who modify their actions accordingly" (p.
229).
In Romanes's view, modification of behavior as the result of interaction
with others implied both intelligence and intentionality in the imitator. These
inferences of intelligence and intentionality from evidences of imitation were
boch crucial to Romanes's main line of argument and a recurring problem in
succeeding decades.
If imitation in animals results from psychological processes qualitatively
different from those underlying imitation in man (presumed to be intentional and
intelligent), then instances of apparent imitative learning in animals are not true
precursors of the human faculty for culture; such examples of animal imitation
would be, in modern terms, analogues rather than homologues of human imitation. In consequence, Romanes's use of evidence of imitation in animals to
provide a bridge between the minds of animals and the minds of men required
interpretation of instances of animal imitation as examples of the exercise of
rudimentary versions of humanlike capacities for intelligent, intentional action.
J. T. Bonner's (980) recent tracing of the evolution of culture has a similar
underlying philosophy.

stinctive,"
or "reflecrive"2 and that it
intentional imitation . . . directed to a
as such" (p. 193), that should properly
term is used in describing the behavior
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is only the latter type, "deliberate
and
special end more or less clearly perceived
be considered imitation in the sense the
of humans after infancy.

A chick sounds the danger note; this is the srimulus under which another chick
sounds a similar note. . . . Such a procedure may be described as imitative in irs
effects, but not imitative in its purpose. Only from the observer's standpoint does
such instinctive behaviour differ from other modes of congenital procedure. It may
be termed biological but not psychological imitation. And if it be held [as Romanes
asserced} that the essence of imitation lies in the purpose so to imitate, we must find
some other term under which to describe the facts. This does not seem necessary,
howevet, if we are careful to qualify the term "imitation" by the adjective "instinctive" or "biological". And the retention of the term [imitarion} serves to
indicate that this is the stock on which deliberate imitation is eventually grafted (p.
190).

Thus, Morgan departs from Romanes in suggesting that changes in behavior, which to an outside observer appear to be the result of deliberate, conscious
imitation, may rest on a different psychological process, instinctive imitation.
In addition to distinguishing instinctive from reflective imitation, Morgan
(1900) introduced a further important concept, that of intelligent imitation, into
discussions of imitative behavior. "Instinctive imitation introduces into the conscious situation certain modes of behavior, and if the development of the siruation
as a whole is pleasurable, there will be a tendency to its redevelopment under the
guidance of intelligence on subsequent occasions" (p. 121).
As William James has proposed in 1892, "every instinctive act, in an
animal with memory, must cease to be 'blind' after being once repeated" Varnes,
1961, p. 262). Either instinct or instinctive imitation may introduce behavioral
elements into an individual's repertoire, but its subsequent maintenance, frequency of occurrence, and conditions of expression will reflect nonimitative
learning processes, the action of intelligence. The distinction between processes
leading to introduction of a pattern of behavior into an individual's repertoire and
those influencing its subsequent expression, first suggested by James and Morgan, is one to which I rerum later in the present chapter.
E. 1. Thorndike

C. 1. Morgan
The need to determine whether a given instance of animal imitation depended on
faculties of mind similar to those assumed to be employed in imitation learning
by humans was recognized early in the history of behavioral biology. C. 1.
Morgan (900) proposed that imitation may be of twO basic types, either "in-

Although both Romanes and Morgan were willing to infer occurrence of learning
by imitation from observation of animals of unknown previous histOry in uncontrolled environments, Edward Thorndike (1911) was far more cautious in accept2The same distinction appears in the essays of the Scottish philosopher Thomas Reid (1764),
though I do not know whethet Motgan was aware of Reid's analysis of imitation learning.
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ing evidence that animals could "from an act witnessed learn to do an act" (p.
79). Thorndike's unwillingness to accept anecdotal evidence of imitation in
animals arose from his more general position that "the idea of a response is in and
of itsdf unable to produce that response" (p. 257). If animals could learn to do
acts simply by seeing those acts performed, clearly the idea of an act is sufficient
impulse for its performance.
Thorndike's attempts to experimentally demonstrate imitation learning in
chickens, cats, dogs, and monkeys failed to provide evidence of a capacity for
imitation learning. The problem remaining was to explain purported instances of
learning by imitation described by his contemporaries. It is in that explanation
that Thorndike (1911) provided the conceptual basis for much subsequent experimental investigation of imitative phenomena.
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To the question, "Do animals imitate?" science has uniformly answered, "Yes."
But so long as the question is left in this general form, no correct answer to it is
possible. It will be seen, from the results of numerous experiments soon to be
described, that imitation of a certain sort is not possible for animals, and before
entering upon that description it will be helpful to differentiate this matter of
imitation into several varieties or aspeCts. The presence of some sorts of imitation
does not imply that of other sorts.
There are, to begin with, the well-known phenomena presented by the
imitative birds. The power is extended widely, ranging from the parrot who knows
a hundred or more articulate sounds to the sparrow whom a patient shoemaker
taught to get through a tune. Now, if a bird really gets a sound in his mind from
hearing it and sets out forthwith to imitate it, as mocking birds are said at times to
do, it is a mystery and deserves closest study. If a bird, out ofa lot of random noises
that it makes, chooses those for repetition which are like sounds that he has heard,
it is again a mystery why, though not as in the previous case a mystery how, he does
it. The important fact for our purpose is that, though the imitation of sounds is so
habitUal, there does not appear to be any marked general imitative tendency in
these birds. There is no proof that parrots do muscular acts from having seen other
parrots do them. BUt this should be stUdied. At any rate, until we know what sort
of sounds birds imitate, what circumstances or emotional attitudes these are connected with, how they learn them and, above all, whether there is in birds which
repeat sounds any tendency to imitate in other lines, we cannot, it seems to me,
connect these phenomena with anything found in the mammals or use them to
advantage in a discussion of animal imitation as the forerunner of human. In what
follows they will be left out of account, will be regarded as a specialization removed
from the general course of mental development, just as the feathers or right aortic
arch of birds are particular specializations of no consequence for the physical development of mammals. For us, henceforth, imitation will mean imitation minus the
phenomena of imitative birds.
There are also certain pseudo-imitative or semi-imitative phenomena which
ought to be considered by themselves. For example, the rapid loss of the fear of
railroad trains or telegraph wires among birds, the rapid acquisition of arboreal
habits among Australian rodents, the use of proper feeding grounds, ete., may be
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processes, not just one or two, can underlie socially induced similarities in
behavior. Third, Thorndike is the first to offer a clear alternative to the view that
the various types of "semi-imitative phenomena" he described are simpler forms
of the "general imitative faculty which we find in man." Thorndike's distinction
between pseudo-imitative and imitative behaviors suggests that the processes of
social learning seen in man and in animals may be different in kind rather than in
degree, that there is no single imitative capacity that appears in various guises in
animals possessing nervous systems of varying complexity. Finally, because of the
importance of demonstrations of true imitative learning to Thorndike's general
theoretical position, the process of imitation was to be used as an explanation of
last resort, only after alternative explanations had been excluded.
Summary
By the end of the 19th century the term imitation was being used in three very
different senses. Romanes described all instances of socially induced changes in
behavior as imitative, assuming that simpler forms were the homologous antecedents of more complex ones. Morgan, although maintaining the use of imitation as
a generic, wished to distinguish between instinctive and reflective imitation,
suggesting that two different psychological processes might underlie superficially
similar acquisition process. Thorndike defined imitation in a more restrictive
sense than either Morgan or Romanes, as learning to do an act from seeing it
performed, and described a number of "pseudo-imitative" processes, qualitatively different from true imitation, that might result in what to the uncritical
observer appeared to be true imitation learning, homologous to imitation in man.

lWENTIETIf-CENTURY

VIEWS ON IMITATION

Unfortunately, the 80 years and more since publication of Thorndike's (1898)
monograph have seen no resolution of the conflicting usages of the term imitation
already evident at the turn of the century (Morgan, 1900, p. 179). Some continue
to use imitation to refer to any instance of social influence on behavior acquisition. Others employ a Morgan-like dichotomy between reflective and instinctive
imitation, using the more modern terminology of imitation and socialfacilitation.
Yet others (including the present author) treat imitation as did Thorndike, as an
onerous concept to be employed only when no other explanation of an observed
social influence on behavior is possible.
This ambiguity in relationship between labels and phenomena has become
increasingly problematic as work on social learning has broadened and scientists
with diverse backgrounds attempt to communicate across disciplinary boundaries. Indeed, during the present century, the problem has become more acute in
that an elaborate terminology has developed referring to various instances of

imitative
imitation,
imitation,
behavior,
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learning. We now have available (in addition to imitation,
intelligent
reflective imitation, instinctive imitation, and pseudo-imitation),
true
allelomimetic
behavior, mimesis, protoculture,
tradition, contagious
social facilitation,
local enhancement,
matched dependent
behavior,

stimulus enhancement,
vicarious conditioning,
observational conditioning,
copying, modeling, social learning, social transmission,
and observational
learning.
to mention

but some of the more visible

terms.

The superficial impression created by this vocabulary is that the old topic of
imitation learning can be divided into distinct subtopics each reflecting different
behavioral processes. Unfortunately,
this is not the case. There is little agreement
as to the proper descriptive to apply to various examples of imitative learning. In
consequence,
labeling phenomena
neither increases understanding
nor aids in
communication.
Although increased understanding
can come only from further
research, communication
may be facilitated by calling attention to current chaos
and suggesting
ways to circumvent it.
The danger is that discussing terms will encourage reification of what are,
generally,
vague abstractions
reflecting ignorance of the processes underlying
social effects on behavior.
attempt
precise definitions

Thorndike's
failure either
of the "pseudo-imitative"

to provide
behaviors

labels for or
he described

reflected an appropriate caution in codifying poorly understood phenomena. Even
today, the few experiments
exploring necessary and sufficient conditions
for
occurrence of social effects on behavior do not provide an adequate empirical basis
for meaningful classification. Yet, we have inherited a rich vocabulary for discussion of imitative phenomena and use of that vocabulary can surely be improved
while avoiding both the Scylla of reification and the Charybdis of ambiguity.
In the present section, I discuss terms often found in the literature on
imitative phenomena.
My goals are (1) to review the vocabulary, (2) to point out
contradictions
in usage, and (3) in some cases, to make explicit assumptions
concealed within the terms themselves
that have interfered with analyses of
instances of imitative behavior.
Some will surely object to my treatment of one or another of the terms in
the lexicon of imitative learning. I can respond only that semantic issues are
secondary. Regardless of the labels one attaches to phenomena, the task before us
is unchanged,
to understand
the myriad ways in which social influences on
learning and performance conttibute to the development and expression of adaptive behavioral
that regard.

repertoires.

I hope the following

discussion

will prove useful in

Description and Explanation
A recurring problem in discussions and definitions of imitative behaviors has
been a failure to differentiate description of observed behaviors from explanation
of the processes responsible for the occutrence of the behaviors observed. Too
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often the observation that social interaerion is important in the acquisition of a
behavior has been used co infer that a parcicular learning process (imitation, social
facilitation, local enhancement, etc.) is responsible, withouc the necessary analytic investigations being carried out. Thus it seems co me that a necessary first step
in discussion of the vocabulary of imitation is co clearly distinguish descriptive
from explanacory terminology. In the present seerion, I first introduce and discuss three descriptive terms (social learning, social enhancement,and social transmissirm) and then proceed co consider terms referring co processes that might produce
any given instance of social learning, social enhancement, or social transmission.
Descriptive

Terms

Social Learning: Imitation, ObservationalLearning. Morgan (1900) proposed imitation as a generic co refer co aJJ cases in which social interaction functioned to
modify the probability of a naive individual's exhibiting or acquiring some
pattern of behavior exhibited by others. Although he was surely correct in suggesting that a generic would be useful, the term imitation has acquired roo many
meanings in intervening years co be unambiguous when used in that way. HaJJ
(1963) suggested observationallearning "co avoid the conundra associated with [use
of} imitation" (p. 206) though, over the years, observational learning also has
become subjeer to diverse usages.
H. O. Box (1984, p. 213) introduced social learning as a generic. It is
theoreticaJJy neutral and suggests a dichotomy between learning that is influenced sociaJJy and instances of individual learning in which behavior acquisition
is not influenced by interaction with others.
It should be kept in mind, however, that even the distinction between
individual and social learning is not so clear as one might hope. It is obvious that
in the final analysis it is always individuals that learn. As Morgan indicated,
social interaerion may facilitate introduction of a pattern of behavior into an
individual's repertOire. However, if that pattern of behavior is maintained, such
maintenance is the result of favorable consequences resulting from performance of
the behavior. Thus, although social learning may playa role in facilitating
acquisition of behavior, it may be misleading to refer co a behavior exhibited by
an animal as sociaJly learned.
Social Enhancement:Coaction, Social Pacilitation. Claycon (1978) has defined social
faalItatlOn as "an increase in the frequency or intensity of responses or the initiation of particular responses already in an animal's repercoire, when shown in the
presence of others engaged in the same behavior at the same time" (p. 374).
Zajonc (1964) used coactionco refer co the same effects. In defining social facilitation, ClaytOn emphasized a distinction between social effects on the performance
of behaviors already in an animal's repercoire and social effeers on acquisition
processes. At a descriptive level, this distinction seems valuable.
ClaytOn specificaJJy excluded from consideration as sociaJJy facilitated, in-
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stances of behavior in which simple presence of others increased performance of
behaviors already in a subject's repertoire. Thus, in ClaytOn's usage, social facilitation has both descriptive and explanacory connotations. (Use of social facilitation as an explanatory term is discussed later.) Clearly, it is an empirical question
whether socially induced enhanced performance is the result of the behavior of
others or of their simple presence.
It would be useful to have available a generic to refer to aJl social influences
on performance of established responses, independent of underlying mechanism,
co provide a framework within which analytic investigations could be conducted.
There is, so far as I know, no such term in the literature and! propose socia/
enhancementfor that purpose. The problem with socia/facilitation is that it, like
imitation, has been defined in so many ways by so many authors that it no longer
has any clear referent. (Compare, for example, Crawford, 1939; Claycon, !978;
Thorpe, 1963; Wechkin, 1970; and Zajonc, !965.)
I would also include as instances of social enhancement, effects o.n performance resulting from the presence of residual traces others leave i~ a sha~ed
environment. It is, again, an empirical question whether, in any parricular case,
the presence or activity of others is necessary (0 produce social enhancement of
performance. Even during periods of coaction, coaerors may, for example, release
chemicals that are responsible for any observed social enhancement of behavior.
Simple presence of others, presence of behaving others, or presence of
residual cues emitted by others could each, at least in principle, enhance performance of responses already in an individual's repertoire. A generic such as social
enhancementwould be useful co refer to such effeCts as distinct from social learning,
i.e., cases of social effects on acquisition and extinction processes.
Social Transmission: Protomlture, Subculture, Preculture, Tradition.
For hiscorical as
weJJ as theoretical reasons, cases of social learning that result in increased homogeneity of behavior of interaCtants that extends beyond the period of their interaction are an important subset of sociaJJy learned or sociaJJy enhanced behaviors. I
have proposed (Galef, 1976) caJJing such behaviors socially transmitted, in that
social interaction
increases the probability
that one individual
will come (0
independently
exhibit a behavior initiaJJy in the repercoire of another.
I have suggested limiting use of the term sociaJJy rransmitted
co those
instances of social learning or social enhancement
in which (I) social interaCtion
is not a necessary condition
change in behavior resulting

for the ontogeny of a pattern of behavior; (2) the
from social interaction is increased homogeneity
of

the behavior of interaerants;
and (3) this increased homogeneity
of behavior
extends in time beyond the period of interaCtion between transmitter and recipient. These three criteria distinguish
forms of social learning that might act to
disseminate patterns of behavior through a population from those incapable of
doing so.
There are many interesting
socia! learning phenomena
that are not in-
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stances of social transmission. For example, West, King, and Harrocks (1983)
have shown that the song of male cowbirds is modified by interactions with
conspecific males and females. Although social learning results from these interactions, rhey often do not produce increased homogeneity in the behavior of
interactants. Harlow and Harlow's (1965) demonstrations of the necessary role of
social interaction in the development of normal patterns of sexual and maternal
behavior in rhesus monkeys would be an instance of social learning, but not social
transmission. In this case, social interaction is obligate and not facultative for
development of behavior. (See Galef, 1976, for futher discussion.)
The purpose of distinguishing social transmission from social learning is to
differentiate social interactions that facilitate the spread of idiosyncratic behaviors
through a population, that can produce protoculture (Count, 1973), preculture
(Kawai, 1965), subculture (Kawamura, 1959) or tradition (Kummer, 1971),
from those that can not.
Explanatory

Terms

Selecrion of descriptive terms is not particularly contentious. Greater problems arise in choosing terms co refer to behavioral processes that support social
enhancement, social learning, and social transmission. Existing explanatory terminology is extensive, contradictory, and vague, and, in my view, of little use in
analysis of the behavioral phenomena to which it refers. Attaching explanatory
labels to phenomena has frequently both served to hide ignorance of underlying
process and interfered with fuerher investigation, rather than clarified issues.
Careful experiment can determine whether social interaction plays a role in
development of a behavior, can define necessary and sufficient conditions for
social influence, can identify social stimuli that modify behavior, and so forth.
However, in the absence of clearly defined, mutually exclusive categories, each
reflecting a unique process underlying social learning or social enhancement,
there is little to be gained by explaining instances of social learning as produced
by one type of social learning rather than another.
During the period when general process theories of individual learning
dominated experimental animal psychology, advance in study of social learning
seemed co require identification of social learning analogues of such individual
learning processes as operant and classical conditioning. If one could elucidate
critical features of paradigmatic cases of social learning, then sociaLlearning could
be srudied at the same level of abstraction as individual learning (Jenkins, 1984).
However, study of social learning was, from its inception, more profoundly
influenced by field observation than was study of individual learning. The need to
discuss cases of "imitation" repoered in the field literature required attention to a
broad range of phenomena, the complexity of which defied simple categorical
schemes. Perhaps in consequence, assimilation of the study of social learning into
the methodological framework that dominated study of individual learning in the
psychological laboratory did not occur.
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behavioral mechanisms,
though failing to reach their primary

prove useful. Such attempts

were heuristic

in suggesting

experimental
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approaches

to analysis of social learning phenomena.
This heuristic value becomes evident if
one treats attempts at classification as extensions of Thorndike's
(1898) list of
vaguely defined "pseudo-imitative"
processes that can produce social learning,
rather

than as formal classificatory

schemes.

Local Enhancementand Stimulus Enhancement. Probably the most frequently used
term in analyses of social learning is local enhancement, introduced by Thorpe
(1956) in his discussion of evidences of ideation in animals. Thorpe (1963)
defined local enhancement as "apparem imitation resulting from directing the
animal's attention to a particular object or to a particular parr of the environment" (p. 134). The term has usually been used to refer to instances in which
animals directly interact, though this restriction seems to me unnecessary. If, for
example, rats mark foods they have eaten, thereby increasing the probability that
conspecifics will eat the same foods (Galef & Beck, 1985), or leave scent trails as
they move about the environment, inducing others to follow the same path
(Telle, 1966), the absence of the initiator of the pattern of feeding or movement
at the time of acquisition by a second individual does not seem ro me to change
the nature of the basic process.
Thorpe's hypothesis that local enhancement is the result of increased attention to certain objects or places is also unnecessarily restrictive. Consider Thorndike's (1911) example of the rapid loss of fear of railroad trains among birds,
quoted above and interpreted by Thorndike as due to an inherent tendency ro
follow or affiliate. It seems unlikely that birds lose their fear of rrains as a result of
socially induced enhanced attention ro them. Socially induced increased exposure
to trains and consequent habiruation co the threatening stimuli that rrains emit
seem a likely explanation of the observed social transmission of behavior.
A tendency on the part of naive individuals co approach conspecifics,
alterations conspecifics have made in the environment, or objects they have
contacted, can increase a naive individual's probability of exposure co one set of
stimuli rather than others. Enhanced exposure can lead to habituarion, familiarity, perceptual learning. latent learning, increased probability of manipulation
of one portion of the environment, and so forth. All such socially initiated
alterations in behavior seem to me co be instances of local enhancement and, in
consequence, Thorpe's 1963 definition appears coo narrow.
Use of the term local enhancemem co describe an instance of social learning
should not be allowed to conceal the fact that we remain ignorant of many
important features of social interactions labeled in this way: the necessary and
sufficient conditions for one organism directing the behavior of another co some
portion of the environment, whether, in fact, changes in focus of "attention"
actually have anything co do with such phenomena (Davis, 1973).
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Spence (1937) used the term stimulus enhancementto refer to "a change in
stimulus conditions, the enhancement of the particular limited aspect of the total
stimulus situation to which the response is to be made" (p. 821). Although
Spence's term never achieved the frequency of usage of Thorpe's local enhancement, it is in my view preferable, both avoiding reference to unobservable
attentional processes and broader in scope than is Thorpe's use of local enhancement. The notion of stimulus enhancement, as defined by Spence, extends the
concept of local enhancement to include the entire class of objects sharing stimulus characteristics with an object a demonstrator manipulates, contacts, or
marks.
InvestigatOrs employing the duplicate-cage method (Warden & Jackson,
]9'\5), in which a demonstrator and observer are kept in separate enclosures and
contaCt separate, identical manipulanda to receive reinforcement, have frequently
not considered local enhancement as an explanation of observed social effects on
learning (Suboski & Bartashunas, 1984; Warden & Jackson, 1935; Zentall &
Levine, 1972). Given Thorpe's narrow definition of local enhancement they
should not have. However, stimulus enhancement could playa role in facilitating
learning in many situations in which local enhancement could not occur. Thus,
use of Thorpe's narrow definition of the phenomenon of local enhancement can
obscure possible explanations of social learning phenomena.
Social Facilitation. Zajonc (1965, 1969) has suggested that the simple presence
of ochers "energizes all responses made salient by the stimulus situation confronting the individual at the moment. Among those, the dominant responses (i.e.,
those most likely to be emitted) are assumed to derive the greatest benefit from
the presence of others" (1969, p. 10). Experimental evidence of such "social
facilitation" is surprisingly scant. In most cases described in the literature, the
others present are engaged in the same behavior as the subject and there is no
opportunity to observe the effects of pure social facilitation in Zajonc's sense.
Some studies designed to separate the effects of the simple presence of others from
the effeCts of others engaging in the target behavior (e.g., Galef, 1971; Strobel,
1972; Tolman & Wilson, 1965) have failed to find evidence of such social
facilitation; other studies have found such effects, though they are generally not
large (Levine & Zentall, 1974; Zentall & Hogan, 1976).
Clayton (1978) has proposed that in some studies in which behavior was
alleged to increase in frequency in socially stimulated, as compared with isolate
animals (e.g., Pishkin & Shurley, 1966; Tolman, 1967), social facilitation resulted from disinhibition of behavior by reduction of isolation-induced fear. Fear
reduCtion or reduction in arousal resulting from the presence of conspecifics is
known to have profound effects on behavior (e.g., Campbell & Raskin, 1978;
Kaufman & Hinde, 1961; Randall & Campbell, 1976; Stamm, 1961) and, in
consequence, it is difficult to determine whether, as Zajonc proposed, the simple
presence of others also has energizing effects on behavior. Whether fear reduction
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or social facilitation is involved, it seems reasonable to suppose that members of
some species are, for example, more likely to exhibit feeding behavior in an area
that contains other individuals than in one that does not.
Although social facilitation in Zajonc's sense of the term is a form of social
enhancement, it could playa role in social learning or social transmission vu
processes analagous to Morgan's intelligent imitation. For example, Sullivan
(l984a) found that downy woodpeckers, when feeding in a mixed species flock,
reduced the time they spent "looking-out" and increased the time they spent
feeding. Contact calls of chickadees played through a loudspeaker also increased
the time spent feeding by the downy woodpeckers (Sullivan, 1984b). Stimuli
indicating the simple presence of chickadees rather than chickadee feeding behavior facilitated woodpecker feeding.
If woodpeckers are sensitive to the different foraging rates they exhibit
when alone and when in mixed species flocks, flock-induced augmentation of
feeding rate could be the proximate cause of flock joining. The tendency to join
flocks of chickadees could modify choice of feeding patches by woodpeckers.
Changes in patch selection could influence prey selection. Thus, although social
facilitation cannot itself produce social transmission, in concert with individual
learning, it too might playa role in social transmission processes.
Contagious Behavior: Mimesis, Allelomimetic Behavior, Instinctive Imitation, Social
Facilitation. Yet another long-recognized process that may result in social enhancement of behavior is that which Morgan (1900) and Washburn (1908) called
instinctive imitation, Thorpe (963) called both social facilitation and contagious
behavior, Armstrong (1951) and Verplanck (1957) labeled mimesis, Scort (1958)
allelomimesis, and both Mowrer (1960) and Humphrey (1921) called imitation.
Because social facilitation and imitation have been widely used in other contexts,
I prefer contagiousbehavior to refer to situations in which "the performance of a
more or less instinctive pattern of behavior by one will tend to act as a releaser for
the same behavior in others and so initiate the same line of action in the whole
group" (Thorpe, 1963, p. 133). Yawning in humans (Thorpe, 1963), chorusing
in roosters or dogs (Humphrey, 1921), maneuvering in flocks of birds or schools
of fish, the "flying up" of partridge or quail (Armstrong, 1951; Scott, 1958) have
all been discussed as exemplifying contagious behavior.
Processes other than instinctive response to r-:leasing stimuli have been
proposed to account for such contagious behaviors. Humphrey (192 I), suggested
the following hypothetical example:
Suppose that a herd of cattle is feeding tOgether and something occurs to startle
them. . . all manifest signs of fear and run
. Any individual. A, will as he
runs, see his fellows running, and this will have always occurred whatever the
stimulus. Hence the sight of a running fellow will act as a conditioned stimulus for
the activity of running. (p. 4)
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In rhis case, comagious behavior is seen as resulting from response ro classically
condirioned srimuli rarher rhan uncondirional releasers. (See also Church, 1959.)
Obviously, comagious behavior, rho ugh sufficienr ro produce social enhancemem, is irself inadequare ro produce social learning or social transmission.
However, as Morgan indicared in his discussion of imelligem imiration, in
combinarion wirh individual learning, conragious behavior may play an imporram role in borh. (See, for example, Suboski & Bartashunas, 1984.)
ObservationalConditioning: Vicarious Instigation, PseudovicariousInstigation. Berger
(1962, p. 450) imroduced rhe term vicarious instigation to be employed "If an
observer responds emotionally ro a performer's unconditioned emorional response . . ." and distinguished true vicarious instigation from various forms of
pseudovicariousinstigation. Among the larter, Berger (1962) suggested rhar "a
performer's uncondirioned response [ro a srimulus} may be an uncondirioned
srimulus which elicirs an observer's emorional response; in rhis case the observer
responds ro rhe performer's unconditioned response [nor ro the performer's emorional response} so rhar rhe performer's unconditioned srimulus and uncondirioned emorional response are superfluous" (p. 451). Thus, in Berger's view,
vicarious insrigarion is nor a form of emorional contagious behavior; vicarious
insrigarion is dependenr upon an observer's inference or perception of rhe emorional srare of a performer. In vicarious insrigarion, a scream does not elicit fear in
an observer; rhis would be a form of pseudovicarious insrigation. In vicarious
insrigarion perceprion of rhe fear of rhe screamer elicirs fear in an observer.
Wherher animal observers respond emorionally ro the stimuli emined by
an emorionally aroused performer or respond emotionally ro inferences as ro rhe
emorional srare of performers arrived ar by imegraring comexrual informarion
wirh informarion in rhe display of rhe performer, the resulr would be similar. A
response co an emorion-eliciring srimulus by one animal could elicit an emorional
response in an observer. Srimuli experienced by the observer in temporal conriguiry wirh irs socially elicired emotional response might, in rurn, acquire
classically condirioned emorion-evoking capaciry.
A number of interesting insrances of social rransmission of behavior discovered in recem years appear to be rhe result of processes of this type, labeled
observationalconditioning by Cook, Mineka, Wolkenstein, and Laitsch (1985). In
discussion of learning in animals, I prefer observational conditioning to vicarious
instigation unless and unril rhere is reason ro believe thar animals make rhe
complex inferences rhe laner rerm requires.
Curio, Ensr, and Vierh (1978) have found rhar jackdaws exposed ro an
arbirrary srimulus while lisrening ro mobbing calls of conspecifics subsequenrly
give a mobbing call in response ro presenrarion of rhe arbirrary stimulus. Mineka
and coworkers' (1984, 1985) studies of rhe developmenr of snake avoidance in
rhesus monkeys have shown rhar observarion of an adult exhibiring fear of a snake
leads co avoidance of snakes in naive juveniles (Cook et aI., 1985; Mineka,
Davidson, Cook, & Keir, 1984).
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The rapidiry wirh which rhese condirioned responses are esrablished suggesrs rhar, if rhey do depend on classical condirioning for rheir developmem, rhey
may be insrances of adaprively specialized learning processes analogous co rhar
hyporhesized co underlie raste-aversion learning in rars (Rozin & Kalar, 1971).
Furrher, in natural circumsrances, a naive conspecific observer of a fearful rhesus
or mobbing jackdaw is likely co perceive rhe upser conspecific prior co derecring .
the stimulus to which ir is reacring. Thus, if observarional condirioning occurs in
narure, experience of rhe US prior co rhe CS (e.g., backward condirioning) should
nOr disrupr observarional condirioning as ir does orher forms of Pavlovian
learning.
Matched Dependent Behavior. The process of operanr condirioning, like rhar of
cl~sical conditioning, has been suggesred as a mechanism for borh social learning
and social transmission of behavior. Miller and Dollard (1941) in rheir classic rexr
Social Learning and Imitation inrroduced rhe rerm matcheddependentbehavior co refer
to siruarions in which rhe applicarion of exrernal reinforcemenr leads organisms
ro march rheir own behavior ro rhar of conspecifics. In marched dependenr
behavior, rhe behavior of one animal (rhe leader) serves as a discriminarive srimulus for a second animal (rhe imiracor), indicaring rhose occasions on which rhe
imitaror will be reinforced for performing some behavior. For example, Miller
and Dollard (1941) rrained rats either co make rhe same choice as rheir leader ar
the juncrion of aT-maze or co make rhe opposite choice from the leader co receive
food reinforcemenr. The choice by a leader of, fer example, the left arm ohhe
maze served in both cases as a discriminative srimulus, eliciring left or righr
turning in the follower depending on rhe reinforcemem comingencies ro which
the follower had been exposed. Skinner (1953) has argued thar appropriare contingencies for rhe developmem of marched dependenr behavior ofren occur in
nature. "Thus, if a pigeon is scratching in a leaf-srrewn field, this is an occasion
upon which anorher pigeon is likely co be reinforced for similar behavior" (p.
120).
Alrhough the matched dependenr process is sufficienr to produce a degree
of uniformity in the behavior of pairs of animals, once the leader (rhe discriminative stimulus) departs, rhose aspecrs of a follower's behavior dependenr on rhe
presence of the leader are lost. For rhe patrern of behavior iniriared by the leader
to become part of rhe be~avioral repertoire of the follower, independem of rhe
leader, the pattern of behavior must come under the comrol of srimuli not
dependenr on the presence of the leader.
Church (1957, 1968) has provided evidence thar incidental learning can
resulr in the transfer of stimulus conrrol of behavior from a leader organism to
other stimuli in the environmem. Rars firsr rrained ro follow a leader inco rhe lefr
and righr arms of aT-maze, rhen exposed co a number of trials in which rhey
always followed rhe leader inro rhe arm of rhe T-maze marked by a lighr, when
subsequenrly tesred withour the leader, emered rhe lighted arm of rhe maze.
Thus, matched dependent behavior, acring in concen with incidental learning,
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provides a mechanism
for social transmISSIOn of behavior
(Bayroff & Lard, 1944; Solomon & Coles, 1954; Stimbert,
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and novel sounds, but other explanations are possible. Mowrer (1960) described a
process, sufficient to produce copying of human vocalizations by birds, though
insufficient to account for some results of studies of acquisition of dialeCt by birds
(for example, those in which adult song is played to juveniles through loudspeakers; Marler & Tamura, 1964). On Mowrer's (1960) model, the necessary
condition for vocal imitation of humans by birds is the formation of an emotional
attachment to a human caretaker (see also Lashley, 1913; Pepperberg, 1985;
West, Stroud, & King, 1983). According ro Mowrer (1960), if the caretaker, a
source of reinforcement, produces audirory signals in the presence of the subject,
these sounds

conspecifics

Copying: "vocal imitation'. Miller and Dollard (1941) distinguished copyingfrom
the matched rUpendmt behavior described above in terms of whether an observer
simply used its modeJ's behavior as a discriminative stimulus for the occasion to
exhibit the reinforced behavior or was sensitive to the relationship (same or
different) between its own behavior and that of its model. In either case, one
would observe the development of similar behavior in model and subject as the
result of differential extrinsic reinforcement. However, the underlying process of
behavior acquisition by the social learner would differ in the two cases.
According to Miller and Dollard (1941), in the initial stages of copying, an
external agent both punishes responses of the subject that are different from those
of its model and reinforces responses similar to those of its model. In time, Miller
and Dollard propose, the copier comes to experience anxiety when producing
responses differing from those of models and relief from anxiety when producing
responses similar to those of models.
Early stages of the development of copying in Miller and Dollard's exposition seem to require action by an external agent consciously differentially reinforcing same and different responses. Such deliberate tuition has not been demonstrated in any species other than our own (Ewer, 1969). In consequence, copying,
in Miller and Dollard's sense, seems unlikely to occur in animals and Miller and
Dollard (1941) provide no examples of copying in nonhuman species.
Thorndike's (1911, p. 76-77) discussion of vocal imitation in birds,
quoted in the first section of the present chapter, assumes a process similar to
Dollard and Miller's copying, i.e. a sensitivity of the imitator to the degree of
similarity of its vocal output to the auditOry input it is imitating. Thorndike's
model, however, rests on an assumed intrinsic motivation in some species of bird
ro experience as rewarding production of vocalizations similar to previously experienced auditory stimuli.
Thorndike (1911) saw such vocal imitation in birds as dependent on a
specialized process not seen either in other species or in other instances of social
learning by birds. In one sense, any vocal copying is unique in that the feedback
from the copier's output is perceived via the same sensory modality that the signal
ro be copied was originally perceived (McDougall, 1924, p. 174). A talking or
singing bird receives auditOry feedback from its vocal output that can be matched
with a srored representation of an auditOry signal, the human speech or bird song
rhe copier originally heard. Copying of motOr outputs other than vocalizations
requires the copier to make cross-modality comparisons between a models' behavior and its own and, therefore, seems intuitively less likely.
As Thorndike proposed, the ability of parrots and some other birds to
reproduce human vocalizations and of some songbirds to learn dialects suggests
an intrinsic motivation to respond differently to their own production of familiar
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happen the stage is set for the bird's learning to "talk."

satisfaction

will now be experi-

and when this begins
(p. 79)

to

Recent studies (Baptista & Petrinovich,
1984; Petrinovich,
1985) indicating that
important aspects of song acquisition differ between those white-crowned
sparrows exposed to recorded song and those exposed to a live, interaCting turor
suggest that social learning of the type Mowrer proposed may be important
in
some aspects of vocal learning by birds. (See Pepperberg,
1985, for discussion.)
Whether copying of the type ro be seen in talking or singing birds should
be considered true learning by imitation
is, like any semantic issue, open ro
debate. Such copying lacks the goal direCtedness that is a central feature of many
definitions
of imitation
and, at least in the models proposed by Dollard and
Miller, Thorndike, and Mowrer, can be seen as an extension of operant or classical
conditioning
rather than as reflecting a capacity for imitative learning.

'I

Imitation

or Observational Learning

As mentioned in discussion of 19th-cenrury work on imitation, early study
of social learning in animals was largely motivated by the question of whether
observed coincidence in the behavior of interaCting organisms provided evidence
of reflectiveimitation (Morgan, 1900) or true imitation (Thorpe, 1963) in Thorndike's (1898) sense of "learning ro do an act from seeing it done." True reflective.
imitation requires that the sight of an act be sufficient instigation to the act. It
suggests purposeful, goal-directed copying of the behavior of one animal by
another. Demonstration of true imitation would require a far more cognitive
approach to the study of animal behavior than has generally been pursued by
laboratOry investigatOrs. Hence, convincing demonstrations of observational
learning or imitation (which I treat as synonymous) would, as Thorndike implied, have profound consequences for our understanding of animal behavior.
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The usual approach in such demonstrations, since the time of Thorndike,
has been to conduct an experiment in which a control group learns some operant
in social isolation and an experimental group learns the same operant after observing a conspecific exhibit it. More rapid acquisition of the operant by subjects in
the experimental group provides evidence of social learning. If proper controls
can be devised for the effects of all social learning processes other than imitation,
one can infer that the observed social learning was the result of imitation. All
serious discussions of social learning in animals have found relatively unconvincing the evidences of imitation learning provided by such experiments (see, for
example, Davis, 1973; Hall, 1963; Roberts, 1941; Spence, 1937; Thorpe, 1963;
Warden & Jackson, 1935).
Part of the problem is that adequately controlling for effects of stimulus
enhancement, in the broad sense in which it is defined above, is difficult. For
example, Chesler (1969), in a study widely cited as demonstrating imitation,
found that kirrens observing their mothers pressing a lever to obtain food acquired the lever-pressing response far more rapidly than those kittens observing a
strange female pressing the lever, thus demonstrating either imitation by observation of the mother or berrer stimulus enhancement by the mother cats than by
scrange cats.
Similarly, in a recent, careful study of social transmission of food-finding
techniques in pigeons, Palameta and Lefebvre (1985) found that observer pigeons
that saw a trained bird piercing paper covering a food box and eating from it
learned to feed from paper-covered food boxes faster than pigeons that either saw
a model only eat, but not pierce, or only pierce, but not eat. Palameta and
Lefebvre (1985) suggest "that copying was dependent upon observer recognition
of the fact that the model was getting a food reward and that pigeons were
capable of learning aspects of the piercing technique by observation" (p. 1). It is,
of course, also possible that piercing-and-eating models are berrer stimulus enhancers than either eating models or piercing models and that differences in the
stimulus-enhancing capacities of the various types of models were responsible for
differences in rate of behavior acquisition by their observers. Data on the degree
of match of piercing technique between observers and models might prove useful
in determining whether imitation learning was, in fact, involved.
The list of studies with the terms observational learning or imitation in the
tirle is long indeed, leading the unwary to conclude that these processes have
been demonstrated many times in many species. My suspicion is that the strategy
described above is so seriously flawed as to preclude the possibility of convincing
demonstrations of imitation learning. It is simply too unwieldy to control for all
alternative social learning processes.
An infrequently employed alternative strategy for the investigation of imitation requires observers to imitate different motor acts addressed by a demonscrator to a single manipulandum. Dawson and Foss (1965) permitted naive
budgies to watch demonstrators using one of three motor patterns to remove the
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cover from a food dish. Those budgies that saw a demonstrator use its foot to
remove the cover subsequently used their feet to remove the cover; those that
observed a demonstrator use its bill to peck or pull the cover off did the same.
Students in my laboratory have repeated the Dawson and Foss experiment (Galef,
Manzig, & Field, 1986) and found weaker bur similar effects. The Dawson and
Foss procedure of requiring imitation of motor parrerns, rather than imitation of
the location in which an act is to be performed or the stimuli to which behavior is
to be addressed, goes a long way toward solving problems of control for other
types of social learning. Positive outcomes are, therefore, more clearly indicative
of "true imitation," of "learning to do an act from seeing it done," than positive
outcomes in more commonly employed procedures. Dawson and Foss's work with
budgies seems among the most convincing of the scores of laboratory experiments
on learning by imitation. I would encourage the adoption of their paradigm for
use with other species and behaviors in future work on the question of the
occurrence of true imitation in animals. (See also Denny & Clos, this volume.)

CONCLUSIONS
It is somewhat surprising that almost 100 years of study of social learning in
animals has failed to produce a clear answer to the question of whether animals
can in fact learn "to do an aCt from seeing it done," whether they can, in
Thorndike's sense, truly imitate. Although a few srudies of social learning (e.g.,
John, Chesler, Barrlerr, & Victor, 1968; Herbert & Harsh, 1944) seem to
provide unequivocal evidence of imitation learning, successful experiments have
rarely been independently replicated and the majority of attempted demonstrations of imitation have failed to provide convincing evidence of the phenomenon.
There is still a pressing need for investigations that proceed beyond identification of an effect of social interaCtion on behavior acquisition to analysis of the
conditions under which such social learning occurs. It is clear from information
collected both in field and laboratory (Galef, 1976) that social interaCtion can
play an important role in modifying the behavior of animals, both facilitating the
acquisition of useful parrerns of behavior and increasing the probability that
behaviors already in an individual's repertoire will be performed. Although such
observations may in themselves satisfy those interested in demons crating functions of social interaction in the production of adaptive behavior, they represent a
challenge to students of causation or mechanism. Analysis of the behavioral
processes supporting social influences on behavior has not proceeded far beyond
the listing of examples undertaken by Thorndike in 1898. Our vocabulary may
be richer than Thorndike's but our level of understanding of the behavioral
processes involved in social learning remains similar to his.
Study of social learning offers opportunities both for integration of functional and causal analyses of behavior and for synthesis of field and laboratory
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studies. As many of the chapters in ;ent volume make clear, those opportunities are beginning to be exploitedata base is in process of development
that should greatly expand our unclng of social learning in animals.
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